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“Architecture is what nature cannot make.
Architecture is something unnatural but not
something made up.” 

Louis Kahn
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Foreword
Choosing the path of this thesis was a challenge. After 
several years of studies and work in the field of architecture, 
both in Sweden, Singapore and the Netherlands, I found 
inspiration from a nearly limitless amount of sources. There 
were just so many scales, styles, theories and ideas to 
choose from.

For this thesis I decided to try something new for me, which 
afterwards I felt was somewhat overwhelming. My goal was 
to combine what I’ve learned in Sweden with the knowledge 
and inspiration I gained while studying architecture in 
Singapore.

During the first year of my master I wanted to gain 
some more international experience and thus I went a 
year to Singapore to study. The Southeast Asian way of 
education and living was different from many things I’d 
learned in Sweden. The culture, climate, the amount of 
population amongst many other aspects were unlike what 
I’d experienced before. It made me realize there’s not just 
one way to do it, it’s about having an idea, exploring it and 
adapting it to different contexts and approaches. 

Having a Swedish background, I decided to work with wood 
as the main material for the project. I also felt I had not 
worked enough with wood yet; my portfolio was just full of 
concrete and bricks. From my time in the city of Singapore, 
with its over 90 buildings of 150m+, I decided to focus on 
a skyscraper. The combination of wood and skyscraper is 
something that I think is relevant to the present time, since 
it connects elements of sustainability and dense living. 

Therefore this projects combines my previous years 
of finding new impressions, plus the exploration of the 
unknown, while often being clueless to where it would end, 
- or well, now I know where it ends, because this is it. I’m 
not sure whether I feel for designing a high-rise building 
just by myself again however, having realised how puzzling 
it is. Yet, I felt for taking up this challenge and it gave me 
inspiration for the projects I will work on in the future.

I hope my thesis also provides you, my reader, with some 
inspiration, or, that it might also spark you to explore new 
paths yourself.
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"Man  cannot  surv ive  exc ept  through  h i s  m i n d . 
H e  c ome s  on  earth  unarmed .  H i s  bra i n  i s  h i s 
o n ly  weapon .  An imals  obta i n  food  by  forc e . 
man  had  no  claws,  n o  fangs,  n o  horn s,  n o 
great  strength  o f  mu scl e .  H e  mu st  p lant  h i s 
food  or  hunt  i t .  To  p lant ,  h e  n eed s  a  proc e ss 
o f  thought .  To  hunt ,  h e  n eed s  weapon s,and 
to  make  weapon s  -  a  proc e ss  o f  thought . 
From  th i s  s imp l e st  n ec e ss i ty  to  th e  h i g h e st 
rel i g i o u s  abstract i o n ,  f rom  th e  wheel  t o 
th e  skyscraper,  everyth i n g  we  are  and  we 
have  come s  f rom a  s i n g l e  attr i but e  o f  man 
-th e  f unct i o n  o f  h i s  reason i n g  m i n d . "

Ayn  Rand ,  Th e  Founta i n h ead
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abstract

The modern manmade high-rise seems to be unrelated to 
the organic and self-creating essence of nature. Moreover, 
in contemporary structures engineered wood is often 
only used for its sustainable qualities, but can a wooden 
system be implemented in such a way to highlight that it 
affects our senses? The goal of the exploratory project is 
to redefine these notions. It investigates whether a modern 
high-rise can relate to nature. Next to that it investigates 
how a loadbearing structural system of engineered wood 
can be used to give such a structure more materiality and 
tactility.

To answer these questions the modern wooden high-
rise was researched from a holistic perspective using 
micro and macro scales. The design transformation of 
the proposal went through a bottom-up process with an 
interplay of digital tools, drawings, material investigations, 
structural research and visualizations. Designing such a 
mega structure in a future setting is a complex undertaking; 
therefore the focus only lies on the development of the 
wooden structural system and in showing the possibilities 
of giving a high-rise a detailed level of materiality and 
tactility. Topics regarding urban planning, transport, 
sustainability and other social or economic issues are 
observed but do not form part of the design proposal, 
considering the exploration is in the matter, structure and 
its relation to the surrounding nature.

The result shows that perhaps a modern high-rise can 
indeed relate to nature, by rethinking the ordinary concept 
of a skyscraper. Building vast does not necessarily 
mean the structure becomes unrelated to nature, or 
more specifically the woods. Additionally, adapting the 
framework and concept of the building to the surrounding 
landscape, like an ordinary village, could relate it to 
nature. The implementation of a wooden loadbearing 
structural system can be adopted to give a high-rise 
more materiality and tactility. Engineered wood in high-
rises could be used in such a way to give it sensorial 
qualities. Lastly, the result also forms a celebration of 
wood, its character and spirit by being the main ingredient 
of a loadbearing and ornamental structural program for a 
high-rise.

24
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D e f i n i t i o n s
&

D e l i m i t at i o n s

Can a modern  h i gh-r i s e 
relate  to  someth i ng 
organ i c  and  self-creat i ng 
as  nature  i tsel f? 

Furthermore,  could 
wood be  u sed  to  g ive 
suc h  a  structure  more 
mater ial i ty ,  or  tact i l i ty , 
through  a  m icro  and 
macro  perspect ive? 

the s i s que st ion

21

D i scourse

High-rises are challenging structures; the taller and 
larger they get, the more complex they become. Among 
others, there is a whole system of infrastructure and 
stress analysis, which is way too complex and vast for 
even trying or putting effort into in solving through a 
master thesis’ project. Similarly, issues regarding urban 
planning, economic, social, sustainability and transport 
affairs are beyond the scope of this thesis. Those topics 
will be addressed and discussed in this document, but 
it is important to emphasize that these topics and the 
questions which they could raise will not be answered by 
the design proposal.

What this project aims, is to create an optimistic 
conversation about the future use of wood and new 
building technologies, especially in tall structures. The 
last few years there has been an increase in the dialogue 
and development of tall wooden structures, and the 
project can be linked to this progress. That is why this 
thesis looks at the following questions:

Can a modern high-rise relate to something organic 
and self-creating as nature itself? Furthermore, 
could wood be used to give such a structure more 
materiality, or tactility, through a micro and macro 
perspective? 

The project strives to give a response to these questions. 
The design proposal celebrates wood, highlights the 
materiality and possibilities of modern tall wooden 
structures in terms of dimensions combined with nature, 
by analyzing parts of the structure in different scales, from 
micro to macro perspectives. By connecting the proposed 
structure to a natural, forestlike setting, it also aims to 
show that a modern high-rise and nature do not have to 
form a juxtaposition.

However, the high-rise considered as a typology is nothing 
new and tall structures have been built for centuries;  
temples, towers, antennas and pyramids can be found 
all over the world. Such structures placed in a natural 
setting are not a new interpretation, neither is building tall 
structures from wood. This design investigation will not 
lift a discussion about the typology of a high-rise, neither 
will it discuss whether or not the modern high-rise is a 
structure humanity should strive for.

Instead, the high-rise is seen as a given. This project is 
rather a critique of the lack of materiality in modern high-
rises, especially the current wooden ones, and how wood 
can be implemented to give more materiality to such 
structures. Currently, engineered wood such as glulam 
and cross-laminated timber (CLT), is not being used for its 
intrinsic material qualities. Instead, it is often simply being 
used to replace concrete in a sustainable way. Modern 

definitions & delimitations
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-  volume + land scape study

" If the skyscraper were noth ing more than equal space s sl iced up 
vert ically (as un iversal space s),  it would be totally boring. "

- Ak ira Suzuk i

23

high-rises are somewhat “sustainable”, conversely ”green 
washed”, but overall they currently lack materiality and 
tactility. The current height record for a wooden high-rise 
is held by the Mjøsa Tower in Norway. The structure, 
around 80 meters tall, which although constructed majorly 
from CLT and glulam, offers little wooden materiality and 
tactility of the structural sustem.

Despite that the project does not focus on the following 
issues, these are just hard to neglect. The future will, 
reasonably, be dominated by global challenges, such as 
climate change and increasing populations. A new era of 
more sustainable construction could help to reduce the 
huge impact on our climate caused, and being caused, 
by concrete constructions all over the globe. Focusing on  
materiality, in addition to sustainability, by combining the 
inventiveness of man and the power of machine, is the 
basic premise of the proposal. 

As stated before, the wooden high-rise is not a new 
invention. However, with the technologies of today and 
tomorrow we have the possibilities of improving the high-
rises to new heights, both literally and figuratively. The 
research centre at ETH Zurich for example is already 
building small wooden constructions solely made by 
robotics. The future might bring forward small programmed 
robots that can put together elements and climb along the 
structure, which could make the construction process go 
faster than if it would have been done by mere manpower. 
This could offer possibilities to challenge the traditional 
high-rise typology-style. 

In conclusion, this thesis tries to find an answer to the 
question whether the skyscraper can relate to nature and 
whether engineered wood can be used to give such a 
structure materiality and tactility. Other topics it might raise 
could form interesting discussions on a range of related 
topics. These discussions however do not materialise the 
core of what this thesis is about.

definitions & delimitations
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Mega-c ity
Integrat ion

suburb
intermix

nature
juxtapo s it ion

- Highlights unique qualities by putting dissimilar things side by side
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juxtapo s it ion

city  <  human  >  nature

the artificial vs. nature

Combining a high-rise with nature means that two different 
forces meet and that they will obviously affect each other. 
The high-rise as a landmass can be seen as a sign of 
wealth, comfort and power, at the same time as a tall 
structure or simply a sign of human endeavour to the 
sky (Yeang 1996:8). The typology itself also opens up a 
conversation about contemporary utopian communities, 
which will be discussed further down in the project. This 
design proposal might be seen as a way of rethinking the 
idea of the high-rise, by placing it in nature in a tabula 
rasa condition. But as mentioned before, tall structures in 
natural settings already exist, whether they are successful 
or useful is another topic altogether.

“The Skyscraper is a potent symbol of power and 
domination. The higher we build the more power 
we appear to command. Overcoming the most 
fundamental of all forces, gravity, this is nowhere 
more graphically demonstrated than in the space 
rocket, and even that is a skyscraper whilst still on 
earth.”
- Professor Bryan Lawson, the University of Sheffield 
School of Architecture

However, the self-creating and organic growth elements of 
nature have inspired the design proposal, for example by 
not going for a high-rise with four similar facades. Since 
the landscape shows variety, the building should also 
communicate and develop in different ways due to the 
surrounding nature and weather exposure.

background & delimitations



Boreal  fore sts  on  earth

The high-rise should be made of locally sourced material 
in a boreal area through a sustainable process, designed 
around achieving 100% reforestation. Increasing use of 
wood as a building material, with new methods on how to grow 
and harvest responsibly, is essential to maintain the balance 
of nature on our planet. 

If the wood is treated with respect, in return, its appearance 
and properties give materiality, character and tacility to the 
façade and interior: pure, organic and imperfect.

The proposal is to be built here

27

Wo o d  &  s t r u c t u r e 
A structure of this size consists of billions of elements, 
it is a technical junction that cannot be developed in a 
elaborated holistic perspective for a thesis project, and 
thus the design proposal centres on the structures’ 
loadbearing system, primarily the column structure. 
A hierarchical system has been developed based on 
dividing pillars into different classes based on their ability 
to handle stress, and its size in diameter. 

The understanding of the relationship between junctions 
in a wooden structure is what makes it interesting and  is 
something that has to be shown in the design. Developing 
junctions and joints in the design specifies the uniqueness 
of the wooden structure and by doing so a closer level of 
detailing is possible. Instead of placing façade elements 
on covering the structure, the structure is visible and its 
junctions become the ornament of the vertical village.

An efficient way of making this easier, reducing costs and 
leftover materials of the construction process is to use 
modern digital tools while calculating and manufacturing. 
Moreover, for developing this kind of vast structural 
wooden system a great interdisciplinary collaboration 
between architect, engineer and contractor is necessary.

The loadbearing structure consists of engineered wood, 
assuming that in the future we can make CLT and glulam 
on site, using the same technologies in use today for 
tall concrete structures and applying the same ideas to 
tall structures of engineered wood. However it might be 
questionable why someone would like to build a wooden 
structure when it takes up so much space, only for a 
loadbearing system. The major reason is basically the 
great sustainable properties of the wood. A huge structure 
also stores vast amounts of CO2. The sustainable benefits 
could be boosted with this argument.

material ity ,  wood & structure

A L i f e c y c l e  P e r s p e c t i v e  o f  t h e  m e g a s t r u c t u r e

Resource / Extraction  >>  Design / Manufacturing  >>  Occupancy / Development / Maintenance  >>  Teardown / Recycling  >>  Reforestation / Restoration

background & delimitations
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wood i s su stainable and a 
renewable re source

wood i s strong and compared 
to concrete it i s very l ight

wood i s healthy for
dwellers

wood improve s the air
qual ity and g ive s

better humidty

20%

"Peop l e  who  n ever  kn ew eac h  oth er  but  who  had  th e  same  l ove  and  care  for 
th e  wood  th ey  u s ed ,  k now i ng  i t  wou ld  l ive  for  gen erat i o n s.  Th i s  for  me  i s 

anoth er  form o f  m i n imal i sm .  M i n imum u s e  o f  mater i al s  for  max imum o f  re su lts. "

- Axel Vervoordt
(Miki & Vervoordt 7:2011)

29

M a t e r i a l i t y 
First of all, giving materiality to a building can sound like a 
vague notion, because what is even meant by ambiguous 
concepts such as materiality and tactility? We all have the 
ability to see or feel materiality in different things. Beauty, 
yet another opaque term but one which also has a certain 
meaning to us all, can be found in a simple matter  like 
an aging piece of fibrous wood or a rough stone. In this 
thesis the description of materiality is a way of describing, 
defining and valuing the beauty in non-perfection and the 
organic and natural. By giving the engineered materials a 
materiality that expresses these qualities, machine-made 
matter can be designed to recreate a natural tactility and 
look on the outside. A material with local origins gives 
the whole building a spirit, history and calmness and at 
the same time, as makes it sustainable by using local 
production.

When everything around us is getting too high-tech and 
machine made, tactility will make things more interesting, 
to feel a soul and craft in something, or know where the 
materials are coming from, the history behind an element 
gives a higher value (Miki & Vervoordt 9-10:2011).

Perhaps we can find a feeling of wellbeing in pure 
materials that creates an interruption from the plastic and 
hectic world of today. Nor can we just rely on using and 
create new materials that we cannot reuse; we must use 
and consume what we already have and find a harmony 
between the new and the old. In the future we will have 
to deal with the overconsumption we are creating today, 
to find value in the mass-produced products of the 00’s. 
There is no room for throwing away “the ugly” anymore, 
we have to live and deal with it. Thereby it is vital to be 
creative and make something of what we already have, 
the construction industry needs to produce buildings with 
more recycled and renewable materials. It is an art to find 
value in “worthless” or “ugly” matters, but it is also in this 
way we can find historic and spiritual materiality.

A strong materiality does not necessary asks for 
overworked decoration; patina of age, bare boards and 
imperfections can give sense of spirituality and beauty in 
itself (Miki & Vervoordt 39:2011). 

Noble, organic yet primitive materials with unexpected 
mistakes are most likely fundamental for a natural tactility. 
Presumably the most interesting materiality we can find 
in buildings comes from years of aging and external 
influences. Wood is clearly a natural material that can 
withstand wear and tear for centuries, if properly treated. 
In modern architecture, specifically large-scale buildings, 
it seems there is a lack of materiality. The main reason 
probably lies in the demanding time and effort it takes 
to work with it; which means it is not generating enough 
money compared to other materials. Developers are 
simply not interested in the tactile values of the material. 
In some projects however, engineered wood has started 
to replace concrete; but mainly due to the reasons of 
sustainability. Very rarely the reason to use wood in 
such projects is because of the materiality and tactility of 
engineered wood.

background & delimitations
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"A  bu i l d i n g  has  at  l east  two  l ive s  -  th e  on e  imag i n ed  by 
i t s  maker  and  th e  l i fe  i t  l ive s  aft erward  -  and  th ey  are 
n ever  th e  same . "

-  R em  Koo l haas

+
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funct ion

A vertical village in a way is an option of optimizing a 
regular horizontal village. An important aspect of why this 
kind of building cannot easily be built in a city however 
is because it presumably just would be too expensive. 
Building mainly in wood, this kind of stepped mega 
structure requires a lot of space. A wooden structure 
needs more space than a comparable one of concrete, 
due to its density and loadbearing properties. It will 
probably prove too difficult to persuade urban developers 
to build a structure that takes up more space when each 
square meter aims to be marketable; that would somehow 
be regarded as a waste of “valuable space”.

Instead, by placing this structure in the natural setting 
of a forest it spatially covers a smaller area of land than 
a village with the same properties would do. From an 
economic perspective that simply means that building 
higher allows for more people and cash flow made from 
the specific site (Yeang 1996:14). Most importantly, 
building vertically suggests possibilities for other spatial 
qualities and activities. It certainly contributes to a more 
dense cohesion and urban ambience compared to a 
regular village with a similar same amount of inhabitants.

Adapt to land scape /
organ ic growth / Stabile structure 
/ v iews

Stepped bu ild ing / handle wind 
load s / terrace s

s ite program opt imi se

acce ss / cro ss vent ilat ion
/ sunl ight

background & delimitations
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wood & eng ineering

La Sagrada Família
Stone construction

172 m

La Tour Eiffel 
Iron construction

300 m

The Vertical Village
Wood construction

190 m

Nowadays, properly constructed wood could have a 
similar strength as steel due to new technologies in wood 
engineering. Due to its lightweight and good bearing 
capacity wood is getting used more frequently in modern 
tall structures as well as in bridges. It is not the material 
elements of wood that might limit it being used for building 
large wooden structures; instead difficulties could arise 
in the construction and maintenance. Still, when wood is 
used properly it resists stress and moisture from external 
influences. Nonetheless wood it is a smooth, durable and 
strong material capable for use in construction.

The combination of glue and wood has been developed 
into an engineering distributed material, next to that of 
just pure cut timber. This modern innovation could be 
compared with steel and reinforced concrete (Erikson 
2007:99). Cross-laminated timber (CLT), is an engineered 
timber product that is having the sustainable credentials 
of wood, with the quality of concrete and steel. The use of 
CLT has risen dramatically the past five years. For CLT, 
the conditioned timber is stacked into lamellas placed at 
a 90 degree angle to the layer beneath. The layers are 
pressed and glued together using non-toxic adhesive, 
which creates high strength wooden panels. The only limit 
of the size for these CLT panes is the size of the machine 
that creates it; the largest ones produced so far are up to 
22 meters tall.

The development of wooden buildings has not evolved 
that much because old building statutes and regulations 
have set rules. After several city fires in Sweden, wood 
was no longer popular to build with and these prejudices 
and regulations have drastically affected and slowed down 
the development of wood building for many years. The 
relevance of the restrictions has also not been discussed 
in recent years and urban fires in Sweden have not taken 
place for 100 years. Furthermore, the design of large or 
tall houses has been completely dominated by concrete 
frames in Sweden since the 30’s.

In comparison to regular wood, the engineered wood 
remains structurally stable during a fire, unlike unprotected 
steel subjected to such high temperatures. In contrast to 
timber, fabricated wood can handle fire exposure since 
the outer layer chars form a shelter around the core, which 
makes it not lose its loadbearing capacity. Depending on 
engineering formation and the protection of the surface, 
fabricated wood can resist from burning down. Still fire 
repellent treatment on the facade is important on tall 
wooden structures. Burning facades can be more difficult 
to save and do more damage, as shown by the fire of 
the Grenfell tower in the United Kingdom in 2017. On the 
other hand, it is most common in the case of a fire that 
the loose interior is set on fire, therefore the risk of fire is 
the same as in a concrete building when a fire starts from 
the interior. 

background & delimitations
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Location: Non urban area in the forest

Basi s: Similar conditions as Zermatt in Switzerland

Inhabitants: 3000

Income: Tourism through activities like trekking and skiing

Infrastructure: Mainly by train, but also via private or public vehicles

Facilitie s: Everything that belongs to a village of a similar size

35

Already, engineered wood is showing engineering 
capabilities similar to that of other building materials such 
as steel (The Institution of Structural Engineers 2019). Still, 
challenges remain in the production and maintenance of 
such wood. Also, current (fire) regulations and perceptions 
of wood as a building material form somewhat of a 
threshold to a wider application. However, engineered 
wood remains structurally stable during a fire when given 
a fire repellent treatment, making it useful as a building 
material (The Institution of Structural Engineers 2019).

urban context & infrastructure

L o c a t i o n
Even though the proposal is not an urban planning project, 
it still is important to highlight the unique possibilities that 
the wooden vertical village creates. By placing the mega-
structure in nature new qualities appear, a juxtaposition 
forms and suddenly the high-rise gives characteristics from 
nature to the manmade inner atmosphere. 

Since the high-rise and nature are intertwined, the structure 
needs a program that responses to its connection with 
nature. Today, unfortunately, many mixuse high-rises get 
typical floor plans, basically similar copies stacked vertically. 
This design proposal highlights the possibilities of creating a 
vertical village, using the program, functions and diversity of 
a village. This of course makes the development of a high-
rise even more complex and expensive. Contrariwise the 
design proposal features the interesting possibilities this 
brings forward, especially while focusing on the connection 
to the surrounding nature, which creates completely unique 
circumstances for the atmospheric conditions. It aspires to 
show that a comfortable modern urban setting with brutal 
powerful nature as a neighbour is indeed possible.

Urban planning wise, high-rises close to nature are nothing 
unique or strange, Manhattan is adapted to Central park, 
Hong Kong and Cape town are adapted to the surrounding 
natural reservoirs. Urban life close to nature is nothing novel 
in that sense. Additionally, this design project is not about 
a city, it is a proposal of a vertical village hosting around 
3000 inhabitants. In order to ensure that the discussion on 
this design project is not about urban planning and urban 
problems, the framework is based on the conditions of an 
alpine village. The proposal is given a similar plan, even 
though it is vertical compared to a typical village, which 
is horizontal. The framework and assumptions for the 
regulations are to have roughly the same starting point as 
the village of Zermatt in Switzerland; in terms of population, 
tourism, infrastructure, supply and communication. Albeit a 
difference between the wooden vertical village and Zermatt 
lies in the second one having a higher fluctuation in the 
seasonal amount of tourists.

background & delimitations



C O N N E C T I O N S  T O  O T H E R
V I L L A G E S  &  C I T I E S

T o d ay ' s  T r av e l  Pat t e r n s

f u t u r e  T r av e l  Pat t e r n s

37

O w n e r s h i p
&

p u b l i c  t r a n s p o r t

m u lt i m o d a l i t y

p o s s i b l e  f u t u r e  h a b i t s

The vertical village in the woods can be a destination with 
a range of facilities. A mix of hotels, dwellings, offices, 
restaurants, schools, cinemas, shops and more,  maintains 
a dynamic and public realm throughout day and night. The 
assumption furthermore is that people live here throughout 
the whole year and that a major source of income is tourism, 
especially coming from hiking and skiing. Residents and 
visitors are to be able to work and live within a densely 
planned area where all amenities are within walking 
distance. Everything that belongs to a regular village will 
also belong in this mix-use proposal: people will have fights, 
commit crimes and vandalize just as everywhere, and this 
cannot be completely avoided through a design. People will 
often follow their own paths, thereby a mix-use structure 
also presents a balance of energy with different uses and 
activities of areas at different times.

Tr a n s p o r t
Based on the framework, the proposal assumes that 
most communication with the surrounding area will be 
via high-speed train and regular transport by car or bus. 
No research has been done in this area, but the design 
proposal assumes that there is both a road and a train 
connection directly to the structure. Probably there will be 
faster and easier means of transport in the future. When 
such inventions become commonplace, our buildings and 
cities will surely need to adapt. It is yet unknown however 
in which way this development will go. Due to its futuristic 
setting, the design of the building assumes for example that 
some new form of air transport will become possible in the 
future. That is why the high-rise contains stepped terraces 
which can be used as landing platforms. Easy access to the 
structure through public and private transport connections 
also means that there will be more visitors and the need for 
parking is reduced.

With all these connections to the surrounding area, living in 
nature does not have to be as isolated as it might sound. 
Nonetheless, in which way the wooden vertical village 
connects and communicates with the adjoining areas, and 
the complex urban planning challenges involved, are not 
focussed on by this proposal.

background & delimitations



" study  nature,  l ove  nature,  stay  cl o s e  to  nature .  I t  w i l l  n ever  fa i l  you . " 
―
-  Frank  L l oyd  Wr i g ht

39

adapted to nature and landscape

terrace s with connected walking trails invented by modern technologie s

mix-use integrated communication & tran sport

activitie s: strolling / trekking trails co2 storage

v i s ion s

destination

 organic wooden structure

background & delimitations
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terrace s with connected walking trails invented by modern technologie s

mix-use integrated communication & tran sport

activitie s: strolling / trekking trails co2 storage

v i s ion s

destination

 organic wooden structure
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" re conn ect  w i th  nature  and  earth  and  sky  br i n g i n g  a  cl o s er  e ss enc e  o f  ex i st enc e . "

-  Kazuo  Sh i raga .

41

related theme s

Building vast requires economy, meaning that copious of 
other factors are involved and everything is no longer about 
architecture (Koolhaas, Mau & Sigler 510:1997).

A huge building project automatically becomes a political, 
economic and urban interaction. This chapter reviews the 
practical parameters of the project, how the thesis questions 
can be put in a whole discussion about the building development 
of today and tomorrow. Important to highlight here is that this 
section on related themes assists in helping to get a deeper 
understanding of the topic, but does not forms a part of the 
design proposal.

S u s t a i n a b i l i t y
Using more and more wood might seem confusing since it was 
reported in July 2019 that every minute an area the size of a 
football pitch is cleared in the rainforest of the Amazons alone 
(Shukman:2019). Therefore, the production of wood must be 
controlled and done responsibly; otherwise areas will keep 
deforesting at alarming rates.

On the other hand, wood requires relatively little material to be 
processed and residual material can be used to replace fossil 
fuels. The wooden products can also be reused and eventually 
replace fossil fuels by becoming energy. A growing forest binds 
carbon dioxide and wooden building even give a perennial delay 
of carbon dioxide emissions to the atmosphere. This makes it 
far more ecologic than concrete, metal and plastic; a distinct 
advantage for big projects and urban areas. 

The choice of material for a structure consequently becomes 
important in sustainable constructions since it effects and 
impacts the life cycle of the structure. Thanks to the sustainable 
managed, carbon-capturing and fire-retardant properties, wood 
and timber are clearly the best construction elements to use 
(Jodido 2011:6). In the end, an unbeatable fact and reason to 
use wood is that it practically is the only renewable and widely 
available construction material we have access to.

F o r e s t  i n d u s t r y
Building in wood is not novel. The majority of all residential 
buildings in the US for example are made of wood. Also in 
Europe more contemporary large long-term wooden structures 
are being built every day.

Even though it is associated with antique woodland huts, 
innovations in the timber industry are making the forest easier 
to use. The forest is providing more functions and gives a global 
desire for this brilliant source (Jodido 2011:6). Furthermore, 
modern smart wooden buildings require less energy today, and 
with new machines and robots the process for production can 
also provide for low energy consumption with high perfection 
(Erikson 2007:66-67). New machines and robots will make it 
possible to create new systems and details, also to calculate 
and help against error during construction, thereby speeding up 
the building process as well. 

related themes
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E c o n o m y  a n d  u r b a n  f u t u r e
The macroeconomic free market strategies set the foundation of 
the globalisation of today and with that a shift of climate, power, 
urbanisation and innovation (Schätz 2017). According to PwC, 
a global construction output of $15 trillion is expected by 2025, 
with rising markets in India, China and the USA, mainly in fast 
growing urban agglomerations. With this continuous expansion 
and growth, some cities might reach a looming point of efficacy.

People might just like to be surrounded by other people; cities 
are simply a hyper efficient system that is the result of the 
combinatory forces of great infrastructure and density (Schätz 
2017). As the city population grows, so does our need for more 
resources.

For the first time in history, more than half of the population of 
the world lives in cities and urban areas, caused by the process 
of urbanization and the rise in global population growth. This 
continuous increase has had a great impact on urban habitats, 
natural environments, technological development and industrial 
expansion. Analysing these changes, we can think about what 
kind of cities we can expect to develop in the future and what 
their characteristics might be.

The growth of cities gives abundant opportunities, Hong Kong 
for example is working well from an infrastructure perspective, 
but according to a report by the International Centre for 
Urban Design and Mental Health the effect of high density on 
psychological health is negative (Centre for Urban Design and 
Mental Health, 2017). The promise of possibilities, wealth and 
jobs makes it attractive to live in dense cities, but also easy to 
neglect what the lack of space, light or nature does to our health.

D e n s i t y
The city offers jobs and dreams, but counters that with expensive 
housing. Overpriced rents, poor paid jobs, cheap services and 
products also work as engines for the economy. A city is always 
a great mix of people and business, but it might grow too fast, 
uncontrolledly, be overpopulated and create places without any 
control and rules. At some point all cities seem to hit a threshold, 
beyond which at least parts of the city turn into unhealthy places 
to live in, which are too dense and and full of constant traffic 
jams.

This could possibly also apply to this thesis proposal of a high-
rise in nature. Building with the sky as the limit could make the 
construction become overcrowded or very dense, similar to the 
example of the former walled city in Kowloon, Hong Kong, or 
for instance, the Nakagin Capsule Tower in Tokyo, Japan. The 
proposal of living in the woods could form a tight-knit community, 
but with a risk of becoming extremely dense or paradoxically 
even abandoned.

A village needs sufficient supplies and infrastructure just like a 
city, this has not been developed in the design proposal but it still 
is important to point it out. Yet, this proposal could contain all the 
features that a village, or smaller community needs, but once the 
construction has reached its building capacity, the building could 
still become overcrowded. Perhaps the vertical village proposal 
could be expanded more horizontally, or it could frankly become 
the dramatic death of the building making life not worth living 
there.

related themes
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However, to be or to live in one specific location might not be that 
important in the future due to globalisation, combined with new 
technologies and improved infrastructure, making the delivery of 
products and services faster and easier. Regardless of personal 
finances, living in a healthy manner may become more important 
and this will make it less attractive to live in the centre of a city 
since the same opportunities nowadays offered by city living will 
also exist elsewhere. This growth of globalization can possibly 
create a shift, where the city is not that attractive and promising 
anymore.

The former walled city, in the Kowloon area of Hong Kong, 
is an example of what can happen when a place becomes 
overcrowded: laws and regulations cannot be followed, the 
amount of informal settlements grows and the most vulnerable 
people become the most defenceless. The walled city basically 
was a vertical slum area born in the city centre of Hong Kong. 
Due to the density the air quality was bad, it was always full of 
noise and also full of safety issues. But at the same time it was 
also a very well working community with services such as private 
owned shops and healthcare (Wall Street Journal, 2014). When 
the municipal government tore down the area huge protests 
arose. The dwellers were attached to the place; their business 
and home were all located in this dense building structure (九龍
城寨 - Kowloon walled city Hong Kong, 2015).

U t o p i a
Eventually, this is how many cities look like today: an immense 
urbanisation combining wealthy areas next to poor areas, and 
still more walled cities seem to be growing around the world, from 
China to Kenya. Again, the city gives some hope for a better future 
for everyone, but the lack of space creates dwellings beyond 
pleasantness and quality, turning dreams into nightmares.

To deal with these issues, there has been a multitude of examples 
of unsuccessful utopian architecture projects throughout history. 
Most attempts to create the absolute community have failed 
dramatically. It might be important to point out that this design 
proposal does not aim to create a story of a “greenwashed” 
utopian village in harmony with nature and people. Nor does the 
proposal attempt to stand to be beautiful; rather the aesthetic 
interest should lie in the tactile encounter of nature and mankind, 
while at the same time showing the exposed obliquity of the 
supporting structure. Related is a quote by Dutch architect Rem 
Koolhaas: “Talk about beauty and you get boring answers, but 
talk about ugliness and things get interesting.”(Spiegel, 2006), 
the discussions on the walled city of Kowloon might be as curious 
as those on the visionary arachnology Arcosanti in Arizona by 
Paolo Soleri.

There are many interesting aspects of discussing such 
experimental social theories and results. This thesis project 
might lead to opening discussions on utopian architecture. Yet, 
such matters are far too complex and broad to be tackled in this 
thesis proposal, and thus it does not tries to do so.

related themes
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scale study: 2:1 MICRO PERSPECTIVE

Matter: Pine wood

X-ray: Above, a part of a big branch. Left, a log with inner crack, due to an 
outgrowing branch with inner resin.

analysi s: - the beauty of irregularitie s
The organic growth becomes even more obvious under the surface, containing an 
inner fibre system grown for many years. The material is still “alive” after cutting 
it down, resin might leak out and cracks might occur still hundred years after 
construction. These organic irregularities and self-developing properties inside 
the wood makes it interesting to analyse, every branch has it own organic shape 
and fibre direction, as unique as a human fingerprint.

analysis and investigations: xs
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scale study: 2:1 MICRO PERSPECTIVE
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X-ray: Above, a part of a big branch. Left, a log with inner crack, due to an 
outgrowing branch with inner resin.

analysi s: - the beauty of irregularitie s
The organic growth becomes even more obvious under the surface, containing an 
inner fibre system grown for many years. The material is still “alive” after cutting 
it down, resin might leak out and cracks might occur still hundred years after 
construction. These organic irregularities and self-developing properties inside 
the wood makes it interesting to analyse, every branch has it own organic shape 
and fibre direction, as unique as a human fingerprint.
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scale study: 2:1 MICRO PERSPECTIVE

Matter: Pine wood with screws and holes

X-ray: Above, wooden pieces in different directions with screws and a 
pinecone on top. Left, a piece of wood with screws, screwholes and a branch.

analysi s: - the beauty of irregularitie s
The X-ray study presents the material in an honest and pure way, whereas there 
is no sameness or nothing to hide. No paint or sanding machines can hide those 
organic years of growing and external influences; it remains inside the wood, 
visible but not touchable. This analysis would be dull if done on concrete, stone 
or plastic.

analysis and investigations: xs
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scale study: 1 : 1 MICRO PERSPECTIVE

Matter: Pine wood in 50 different ways

smell and tactil ity: The fantastic 
thing with wood is its ability to affect the 
senses with texture and smell depending 
on how it is treated.

analysi s : The po ssibil it ie s

Exposing and treating the matter in 
different ways might affect characters and 
emotions. By simply treating the surface 
even the engineered machine-made wood 
becomes tactile. The loadbearing system 
can be celebrated for its materiality as 
well as sustainability. Texture and spirit 
of wood changes due to the extremes, it 
becomes almost sculptural, yet imperfect, 
the essentials are in the properties of the 
matter, whether the result is about beauty 
or opposite.

59analysis and investigations: s
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T o u c h  m e  a n d  s m e l l  m e !
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d e t a i l  d r aw i n g s

6765

*Structural junction of glulam beam 
attached to a glulam column without 
any other surface protection elements.

Structure detail #1: 

analysis and investigations: s/m
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*Structural junction of  a glulam beam 
attached to a glulam column with steel 
girder hanger and engineered bolts.
*Additional insulation, an air gap and 
an externally replaceable layer of 
treated  wood to protect the structure 
from fire and moist.

Structure detail #2: 

analysis and investigations: s/m



*If assuming that we in the future can 
make engineered wood on site with 
new technologies, then the beams 
can directly be incorporated within 
the columns by combining glulam and 
CLT.

Structure detail #3: 

70 69

*Windows can be placed outside the 
structure to protect against external 
impacts. By covering the floor with concrete 
or rammed earth, the structure can be 
more heavy and silent as well. Together, it 
protects against moisture and fire.

Structure detail #4: 

analysis and investigations: s/m
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*Windows can be placed outside the 
structure to protect against external 
impacts. By covering the floor with concrete 
or rammed earth, the structure can be 
more heavy and silent as well. Together, it 
protects against moisture and fire.

Structure detail #4: 

analysis and investigations: s/m 72 7371

*Structural junction of glulam 
beam attached to a glulam column, 
continuation of detail 3.

Structure detail #5: 

analysis and investigations: s/m



st r u c t u r a l
j o i n t s
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*Massive, milled, triple layered, 4-split

ornamental Structure detail #1

x4

x10

x2
x3

x2x1

analysis and investigations: m 7777
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ornamental Structure detail #2

*Massive, milled, double layered, jutted corbel

x1

x2
x2

x2
x2

79analysis and investigations: m
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ornamental Structure detail #3

*Massive, milled, double layered, 4-split

x4

x1

x1

x2
x2

x3

81analysis and investigations: m
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ornamental Structure detail #4

*Milled, double layered

x1

x2
x4

83analysis and investigations: m
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ornamental Structure detail #5

*Jutted corbel, double layered

x2
x6

x1

85analysis and investigations: m
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ornamental Structure detail #6

*Concrete junction, double layered

x1

x1
x6

87analysis and investigations: m
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ornamental Structure detail #7

*Slim, milled, 4-split

x4

x2
x3

x4

89analysis and investigations: m
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ornamental Structure detail #8

*Milled, super slim

x1

x2
x2

91analysis and investigations: m
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s t r u c t u r a l
p a n e l s
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- the beauty of the structure

structural panels of eng ineered wood

*These structural panels show the possibilities of 
making interesting shapes with engineered wood,  
that can also contribute to interesting illusions or 
shadows. It becomes ornamental and at the same 
time it provides loadbearing stabilizing functions.

93analysis and investigations: l
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structural hierarchy

- Master column s

structural system & hierarchy 97

*Vast central pillars, master columns, allow the structure to 
carry all the stress, leading it down from the top to the solid stable 
bottom level. This takes up a lot of space, but at the same time it 
serves as a CO2 storage.
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structural hierarchy

- Master column s

structural system & hierarchy 97

*Vast central pillars, master columns, allow the structure to 
carry all the stress, leading it down from the top to the solid stable 
bottom level. This takes up a lot of space, but at the same time it 
serves as a CO2 storage.
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- Master column s
- grid column s

63

*By incorporating walking and climbing trails within the supporting 
elements, the structure will also be activated for exercise, which 
almost forces the visitors to touch the structure and use the 
verticality for more than its loadbearing function.

activating the structure

- Master column s
- grid column s
- Activity trail

structural system & hierarchy 99
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- Master column s
- grid column s
- Activity trail
- beams

65

Structure assembly

- Master column s
- grid column s
- Activity trail
- beams
- structural panels

*All elements together create a hierarchical system of support and 
stabilizing elements. The most visible elements are the structural 
panels as well as the grid columns and the beam junctions, hence 
the ornamental design of the building.

structural system & hierarchy 101
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P u r i t y  a n d  P u r p o s e
 

F I N A L  d e s i g n 

-  T h e  j o u r n e y

X S -  X L 
s e c t i o n s
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All regular habits also belong here, people will 
party, have fights, commit crimes and vandalize 
like anywhere. Additionally, new activities that 
apply to the surrounding nature also applies within 
the structure, such as climbing and trekking trails. 
It makes it possible to do these activities in a 
comfortable urban way at the same time as nature 
is the closest element.

* The holistic perspective highlights 
qualities in micro and macro 
perspectives. This combination of 
scales and methods can tell us and give 
us an understanding of the connection 
to nature and the materiality of the 
structure. 

This section relates to the forest landscape, here 
the structure consists of vast glulam elements and 
transport functions. At this level there is a connection 
with the tree tops and the forest landscape.

purity and purpose: final design 105

-  f o r e st  l e v e l

-  m o u n t a i n  L E V E L

The high-rise is a typology for mankind to be in 
touch with the sky, to be able to connect with high 
mountains and clouds. This can be a place full of 
possibilities to connect to nature in a comfortable 
urban way; an experience of both nature and high-
rise in that sense.

-  s k y  l e v e l



train

activity trail

purity and purpose: final design 107



cabin

sport hall

elevated park

glulam column

purity and purpose: final design 109
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workspace

trai n i ng

dwell ing

theatre

music festival

f i g h t

supermarket



elevated park

village hall

dwel l i n g

vandali sm

swimming

elevated park

village hall

purity and purpose: final design 113



elevated park

village hall

purity and purpose: final design 113 purity and purpose: final design 115

restaurant

atelier

climbing route

exhibition hall

mountain ridge



antenna

bath

amphitheatre

sky cage

sky swing

sun salutation

purity and purpose: final design 117

c onnect i on  to  nature, 
sky  and  cl imate
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c onnect i on  to  nature, 
sky  and  cl imate

X X X  i s  v e r y  i n t o  t h e  wo od .
purity and purpose: final design 119
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P u r i t y  a n d  P u r p o s e
 

F I N A L  d e s i g n 

-  T h e  j o u r n e y
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P u r i t y  a n d  P u r p o s e
 

F I N A L  d e s i g n 

-  T h e  j o u r n e y

s e q u e n t i a l
v i s u a l i z at i o n s



a wooden h igh-ri se into the wood s could look l ike th i s.



Enormou s  g lu lam elements  are  jo i n ed  together  w ith  gr i d s  of  th i nner  support i ng 
co lumn s and  panels,  together  i t  create s  a  complex  system of  a  structural 
h i erarc hy.

67

Th e  expo s ed  and  n eat  d eta i l s  c omb i n ed  w i th  th e  st epp ed 
vo l ume  o f  t errace s  w i l l  g ive  a  human  scal ed  exp er i en c e 
wh i l e  ent er i n g  th e  h i g h-r i s e  f rom th e  ground  l evel .
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Th e  expo s ed  and  n eat  d eta i l s  c omb i n ed  w i th  th e  st epp ed 
vo l ume  o f  t errace s  w i l l  g ive  a  human  scal ed  exp er i en c e 
wh i l e  ent er i n g  th e  h i g h-r i s e  f rom th e  ground  l evel .
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The support ing wooden system allows for exten s ion s and flex ible u se 
of space.  THE GU IDEL INE IS TO KEEP THE ROBUST STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS 
V IS IBLE WHILE THE INTER IOR WALLS CAN BE D ISPLACED.

71
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Open facade s and chang ing alt itude in the bu ild ing  create s d ifferent 
relat ion sh ip s with the outs ide nature and the varying weather.

73



SKy d iv i n g  v i ew :  B E I N G  O N  T H E  TO P  CA N  B E  A S  W I N DY  A N D  RA I N Y  A S  O N  A 
MOU N TA I N  P EAK .  p re s en c e  o n  t h e  p i n na cl e  o f  t h e  fo re st  can  br i n g  t h e 
t ra i t s  o f  t h e  wood s  i n s i d e .

75
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spl itt ing up the volume allows for more sunl ight and cro ss vent ilat ion .

77



Th i s can be a way to connect to nature in an urban comfortable way.

79



An exper i ence  of  both  nature  and  h i gh-r i s e,  CREAT I NG  A  JUXTAPOS I T I ON .

81
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Can  a  modern  h i gh-r i s e 
relate  to  someth i ng 
organ i c  and  self-creat i ng 
as  nature  i tsel f? 

Furthermore,  could 
wood be  u sed  to  g ive 
suc h  a  structure  more 
mater ial i ty ,  or  tact i l i ty , 
through  a  m icro  and 
macro  perspect ive? 

141

The design transformation process has been through 
a bottom-up process with an interplay of material 
investigations and digital tools. In order to create a design 
proposal, all studies from micro to macro perspectives have 
been utilized to create the basis for the design proposal.

Working with various scales, from huge loadbearing 
construction level to fibre details of wood, creates a greater 
understanding of how the building could be experienced 
from materiality, tactility, spatiality and the loadbearing 
structure. From these investigations, conclusions can be 
made regarding the benefits of using different perspectives 
and scales whilst designing. Instead of seeing the building 
as one volume, elements from dissimilar perspectives 
can together be utilized and combined step by step. This 
creates a deeper understanding of the spatial, material and 
ornamental imaginations. The final design aims to take you, 
the reader, on a journey through the building whilst telling 
the story of the proposal by different methods and scales.

Creating a high-rise is hugely complex and too vast to 
be fully developed by this thesis alone. Thus, the design 
proposal is about presenting a journey through the structure 
at different levels of perspectives and detailing. These 
are shown via section drawings and visualizations, since 
they are effective methods of communication. The images 
have been generated from photos and analogue tools, the 
latter two combined with matte painting, used to effectively 
communicate materiality, ideas and atmosphere.

This proposal might be seen as a critique to the explosive 
and repetitive way of designing contemporary high-rises in 
cities, which often lack a connection to the materiality and 
outside nature. As mentioned before, engineered wood 
such as glulam and cross-laminated timber are not being 
used for its intrinsic material qualities. Instead, it is often 
simply used to replace concrete in a sustainable way. This 
could offer possibilities to challenge the traditional high-rise 
typology-style.

By placing the mega-structure in nature new qualities 
appear. As previously stated, a juxtaposition forms and 
suddenly the high-rise gives characteristics from nature 
to the manmade inner atmosphere. By analysing different 
scales and the capacity of the material in different sizes, 
and by adapting the structural program to its landscape, 
the high-rise can indeed relate to nature.

Lastly, the result also forms a celebration of wood, its 
character and spirit by being the main ingredient for a 
loadbearing and ornamental structural program for a high-
rise. Perhaps this thesis could lead to further discussions 
on the future use of wood and nature living.

*Explained analysis and investigations:

Micro & macro perspectives

- XS  X-rays: wood
- S Samples: wood
- M Structural joinery + detail drawings
- L  Structural panels
- XL Master collumns

XS-XL	-  Holistic perpective
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